Alternate Academic Calendar for the Month of October 2021 -2022
CLASS: 7

2

1st Week
after Dasara holidays

1

1st Week
before Dasara holidays

Sl. Month
no /Week

Congruence of Triangles

Expected
learning
outcome
Concept of
congruence

Define
Congruence

Mathematics

Teaching-learning Activity

Evaluation

Through examples related to daily
life explain the concept of
congruence and identify whether the
things are congruent figures are not.

Activity
sheet -1
Suvega
part-1,
page no 47
Activity
sheet -2

By giving half portion of the
congruent figures on a graph sheet
and asking to complete the
remaining half
Guiding through examples the
congruence of plane figures,
congruence among line segments
and congruence of angles.

Activity
sheet -3

https://youtu.be/S1PVHnrwp6o

Congruent
figures and
identifying
corresponding
sides.
Explain the
Criteria for two
triangles to be
congruent to
each other.

https://youtu.be/TaiTQISfawY
To understand the congruence of
triangles by taking two cut outs of
them, if two triangles are congruent
if they are copies of each other and
when superposed, they cover each
other exactly
Identify corresponding vertices,
sides and angles from the given
triangles
Criteria for congruence of triangles,
S.S.S, A.S.A, and RHS, explain with
examples and solve activity sheets,
https://youtu.be/1iCwvkKDkVY

Activity
sheet -4

Activity
sheet -5,6,7
&8

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 1

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
Two figures are congruent if they are the same size and shape.
Example: 1) Shaving blades of same company.
2) Two post having same face value.
Which objects are congruent given below? Write the answer in the space given.
Serial
No

Objects
10 rupees two
notes

01
Two stamp size photos
02
Pencils of same size
03

Biscuits of same size
04

Fan blades having same size
05

Dear students, solve the question 1 of page no 47 in work book.

Yes/No

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 2

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
Half portion of the congruent figures is given in the below graph sheet. Complete the
remaining portion:

Project work: Dear students, Collect all congruent figures around you and paste
them in plane white sheet[A4 sheet].

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 3

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
Congruent line segments: If two line segments having equal length, then they are
congruent.
Congruent angles: If two angles have same measure, then they are congruent.
Congruency of triangles: two triangles are congruent if one can be placed on top
of the other for a perfect match [they have the same size and shape].
Which of the plane figures are congruent given below? [You can use tracing
sheet]
Figures

Congruency
Yes/No

Figures

Congruency
Yes/No

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 4

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
Identify corresponding vertices, corresponding sides and corresponding
angles in the congruent triangles given below:
Congruent triangles

Corresponding
vertices

Corresponding
angles

Corresponding
sides

.A ↔ .D
.B ↔ .E
.C ↔ .F

𝐀↔ 𝐃
𝐁↔ 𝐄
𝐂↔ 𝐅

𝐀𝐁 ↔ 𝐃𝐄
𝐁𝐂 ↔ 𝐄𝐅
𝐂𝐀 ↔ 𝐅𝐃

Dear students,
Solve the problem - Question number 17 – Page number 54 – Work Book.

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 5

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
S.S.S Congruence Rule [Side-Side-Side]:
“If all the three sides of one triangle are equal to the three corresponding
sides of another triangle, the two triangles are congruent”.
Model:

𝐉𝐇 = 𝐃𝐄
𝐇𝐈 = 𝐅𝐃
𝐈𝐉 = 𝐅𝐄
∆𝑯𝑰𝑱 ≅ ∆𝑫𝑭𝑬

Observe the model problem and write S.S.S congruence rule for the
following triangles given below:

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 6

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
S.A.S Congruence rule: [Side – Angle- Side]:
“Two triangles are congruent if two sides and the included angle of one
triangle are equal to the two sides and the included angle of the other
triangle”.
Model:

𝐀𝐂 = 𝐗𝐙
𝐂𝐁 = 𝐙𝐘
𝐂= 𝐙
∆𝑨𝑩𝑪 ≅ ∆𝑿𝒀𝒁

Observe the model problem and write S.A.S congruence rule for the
following triangles given below:

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 7

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
The Angle-Side-Angle Congruence rule [A.S.A]:
“Two triangles are congruent if two angles and included angle are equal to
two angles and the included side of other triangle”.
Model:

𝐀= 𝐃
𝐁= 𝐄
𝐀𝐁 = 𝐃𝐄
∆𝑨𝑩𝑪 ≅ ∆𝑫𝑬𝑭

Observe the model problem and write A.S.A congruence rule for the
following triangles given below:

Standard: 7th

WORK SHEET - 8

Month: October

CONGRUENCE OF TRIANGLES
RHS Congruence rule (Right angle – Hypotenuse - Side):
“If in two right triangles the hypotenuse and one side of one triangle are equal
to the hypotenuse and one side of the other triangle, then the two triangles are
congruent”.
Model:

𝐀𝐂 = 𝐏𝐑 (Hypotenuse)
𝐀𝐁 = 𝐏𝐐
𝐁 = 𝐐 = 900
∆𝑨𝑩𝑪 ≅ ∆𝑷𝑸𝑹

Observe the model problem and write R.H.S congruence rule for the
following triangles given below:

